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‘Meet the expert series’

Marine Operations and
Project Engineering
Bob Colclough –Naval Architect & MD
Morek Engineering
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Overview

1. Intro to Morek and our services
2. Characteristics of a tide energy site
3. Typical process/engineering task
4. Example projects

5. Q & A
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About Us

FLOATING WIND

TIDE ENERGY

WAVE ENERGY

•

Formed in 2019, Morek (maritime in Cornish) is a specialist technical
service provider to the offshore renewable energy market

•

We provide naval architect and marine engineering design and
operations support to a wide range of customers

•

We focus on the marine renewables energy sector (Tide and Wave
and offshore wind fixed and floating)

•

Since forming we have delivered 47 projects to 23 customers,
including:

Our services

Marine Operations

Project Engineering

Seafastening

Mooring

Naval Architecture

Simulation

Third Party
Verification

Scaled Testing

Marine Operations
in a Tidal
Environment
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• Tide energy sites are hazardous areas
• Aside from the strong currents hazards to shipping include –
• Overfalls or standing waves
• Confused or shortened sea state
• Unfamiliar relationships between current speed and state of the tide

Wave conditions
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Familiarisation with site;
• Differences between Flood/ebb
• Direction of peak flow
• Changes during slack water
• Speed vs tidal elevation
Below the surface
• Current shear
• Turbulence
When on site
• Effects of weather
• Differences to models/predictions
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• Station keeping
• ROV

Wind Speed (m/s)
• Heavy lift
• Crane operations
• Short period wind sea
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Wave Height (m)
• Vessel motion
• Dynamics of lift
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Wave period (s)
• Vessel motion
• Resonance offshore systems

Example Project Engineering Tasks

Seafastening

Heavy Lift

Vessel selection

Project Engineering:
Seafastening

What is seafastening?
•
•
•
•
•

Sea-fastening is the action of fastening/securing cargoes to ships.
Prevent movement, damage or loss while at sea
Also involves the layout of equipment for offshore work
Seafastening design is a relatively specialist service
A good design will ensure safe offshore working environment, protecting asset integrity but
also not taking to long to build in port during mobilisation.

Project Engineering:
Seafastening
1) Input – Vessel, Cargo & Equipment
2) Arrange – locate cargo items on vessel for seafastening and
functional requirements
3) Design – configure fixture to vessel
4) Calculate Loads – determine loads from ship motion
•
•
•

A range of example deck layouts;
• Tide turbine install
• Air dive spread
• OBS class ROV and boulder grab

Basic – applying classification standards
Advanced – using vessel motion data to determine accelerations for
given sea states
Optional – Operational loads (such as winch pull)

5) Review – Output summary of utilisations (or factors of safety of
arrangements)
6) Summarise – Produce documentation for reporting and delivering to
customers

Project Engineering:
Heavy Lift

What constitutes as a heavy lift?
• Legislation – LOLER 1998, which ensures;
• lifts are planned and executed by ‘competent persons’
• Lifting equipment is inspected and fit for purpose
• ‘Appointed Person’
• Lifting Policy – process to engineer lifts

Project Engineering:
Heavy Lift
•
•
•
•
•

Key project engineering tasks •
•
•
•
•

Design of lift
Tide working windows
Lift frame – Locating and connecting
Vessel selection
Seafastening

•

Obtain data
• Lifted weight: design or weighed?
• Crane details
Lift calculations (DNVGL)
• Static and dynamic hook loads
Lift arrangement drawing
Crane suitable ?
Produce procedures
• Risk assessment
• Lift plan
Conduct lift

Project Engineering:
Vessel Selection
Some aspects of vessel selection (technical)
• Environmental conditions – Spring/Neap, length of slack water
• Subsea observation – Diver/Eyeball/OBS ROV/WROV
• Duration of work – need to stay out from port or shuttle daily
• Presence on site required through tide, holding a cable/umbilical
• Night hours working?
• How far from Port is the site?
• Redundancy level required – Failure of mooring/propulsion
• Is there any heavy lifting or over the side working?

OFFSHORE HEAVY LIFT

ANCHOR HANDLING

OFFSHORE CONSTRUCTION

WORK BOATS

Project Engineering:
15
Vessel Selection

RSV
•
•
•
•
•
•

Voe Vanguard / Seafast Isle of Jura
2 x15 tonne cranes
DP2
No ROV unless mobilized
£8-10 k/day
£1-2 k/day fuel

Mid OCV
•
•
•

•
•
•

Normand Jarl/Olympic Ares
250 t crane
DP2
WROV
£30-35 k/day
£5-6k / day fuel

Large OCV
•
•
•

•
•
•

North Sea Giant/ Viking Neptune
400 t crane
DP2
Several WROV
£40-50 k/day
£8-10k / day fuel

Morek Projects

Example project 1
500kW tide turbine installation
Naru Straits, Japan
January 2021

We provided tide energy technology developers, Simec Atlantis Energy, with a
suite of services to support the installation of their 500kW turbine in the Naru
Straight, Japan.
Project engineering tasks:
• Temporary Mooring design
• Seafastening and Transportation frame design
• RAMs
Lessons learned / risks
• Agility to adapt to local assets, maintaining a database of typical vessel types
• COVID restrictions
• Local availability of equipment and materials

Example project 2
Reef Cube installation
Torbay, Devon, UK
March 2021

Morek supported pioneers of restorative marine habitat solutions, Arc Marine, to provide
turnkey installation services to customers of their reef cube technology. Work package
included:
Project engineering tasks:
o
Vessel selection
o
Rigging design
o
RAMs
Lessons learned / risks
o
Following lift plans by attending offshore
o
Saved cost and complexity by considering recovery whilst planning deployment

Discussion /
Questions ?
For further information please
contact –
bob@morek.co.uk
07813461315

